Differences in injury distribution in professional and recreational snowboarding
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Introduction: Little is known about the distribution of injuries in competitive snowboarding and there are no reports describing long-term complications of professional snowboarding. To examine the injury distribution and long-term impairments in active and retired professional snowboarders, a retrospective data analysis was performed using a questionnaire. As a control group, injuries of recreational snowboarders of a southern German university clinic were examined.

Methods: Retired and active snowboarders were identified from the result lists of the International Ski Federation (FIS) and from the current team lists of the German-speaking European national snowboard teams. After identification, a questionnaire regarding injury distribution/treatment was sent to the athletes and the filled-in questionnaires were subsequently evaluated. Injuries in recreational snowboarding were evaluated by analyzing the medical records and surgical reports for a seven-year period.

Results: Compared to the available literature, significantly more severe injuries that necessitated surgical treatment in recreational snowboarders were documented. Most injuries accounted for wrist fractures but also many nonunions and spinal fractures were recorded. Between active professionals, distinct differences in injury distribution were found. The number of days off differed greatly with less days in speed disciplines (35.5 days) and the maximum number of days off in snowboardcross (51 days). Injury distribution varied clearly with more injuries of the upper extremity and ankle in speed disciplines compared to snowboardcross and freestyle professionals, who exhibited more injuries to the lower extremity and head. Freestyle athletes used significantly less protectors compared to speed (P=0.01) and snowboardcross athletes (P=0.00). An analysis of retired professionals revealed a higher number of impairments in daily life and a significantly higher number of days off snowboarding (P=0.018).

Conclusion: Knowledge about snowboard-specific injuries is a requirement for an appropriate treatment of these patients. This first description of long-term impairments after professional snowboarding highlights the importance of the development of specific strategies to prevent daily life impairments after a professional sports career.
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Introduction
Snowboarding is a relatively young sport that has been developed in the mid 1960s by binding two skis together and using it to surf on snow. Continuous development of ski technology and the introduction of steel edges and bindings made the sport more fun and began to attract mainly the young generation in the 1970s and 1980s.¹ The first contests were held in the late 1970s, while the first national championships were held in 1982 followed by the first World Cup in 1991.² With the increased number of people
attracted to the sport and the development from a trend to a mass sport in the 1990s, snowboarding became an Olympic sport when the disciplines halfpipe and giant slalom were included in the Winter Olympics in Nagano in 1998. In the 2014 Sochi Olympics, snowboarding was represented by five disciplines, with the traditional disciplines halfpipe, parallel giant slalom, and snowboardcross, and also with a premiere of parallel slalom and slopestyle.

In 2010, there were an estimated 11.5 million people skiing and 8.2 million snowboarding in the United States of America. In Germany at the moment, there are about 2.2 million active snowboarders.

According to a major Swiss insurance company, snowboarding represents the most dangerous sport after soccer and ice hockey. Overall, the risk of getting injured was estimated to be about twice as high as for skiing as snowboarders represented almost half of the patients in the emergency departments but only a quarter of all participants on the slope. Recent studies were able to document an almost equal incidence of injuries between snowboarding and skiing probably due to the increasing incidence of freestyle injuries. Approximately 40%–59% of all injuries occur in beginner snowboarders with 13%–23% of injuries occurring on the first day of snowboarding. The typical injured snowboarder is male and between the age of 15–29. Several studies have been performed to present the different injury patterns in snowboarding compared to skiing. As early as 1985, Shealy and Sundman showed the differences between snowboarding and skiing, with a higher rate of wrist and ankle injuries in the latter sport. In 2010, a case-control study was published analyzing snowboard injuries compared to skiing injuries in persons over 18 years. In the group of injured snowboarders, injuries of the wrist, ankle, and shoulder were more frequent, while most of the injuries in skiers were seen in the knee joint. Over a period of 18 years, an alteration in the injury pattern of snowboarding was demonstrated. The number of sprains of the medial collateral knee ligament and ankle injuries decreased, and the fractures of the clavicle increased. The most frequent type of injury in snowboarding was a wrist injury; for skiers, it was a sprain of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL).

Fewer studies investigated the incidence of injuries in professional snowboarding. Torjussen and Bahr were able to show a different injury pattern for competitive snowboarders with fewer wrist injuries but more knee and back injuries. Within the group of competitive snowboarders, World Cup competitors had fewer injuries compared to national level competitors. Another study was able to demonstrate an increasing injury severity for an elevated skill level with a higher number of multiple injuries and the trauma of the trunk. The type of discipline in snowboarding has a high impact on the risk of injury and the expected injury distribution. The injury incidence is relatively low for disciplines such as parallel slalom and parallel giant slalom while athletes in disciplines with jumps and body contact such as snowboardcross, halfpipe, and slopestyle are more likely to get injured. The increasing readiness to assume a risk was demonstrated in a study comparing qualification and final runs in a snowboardcross event revealing a higher injury incidence of final runs.

With the main focus on acute injuries during a competitive season to describe discipline-specific differences, the aforementioned studies were not able to answer the question regarding long-term impairments in professional snowboarding. Furthermore, there is no study evaluating the injuries and impairments in retired professional snowboarders.

Therefore, the main goal of this study was to describe the possible long-term impairments in active and retired professional snowboarders by analyzing all suffered injuries of each athlete during their professional career. With this additional information, the importance of developing injury- and discipline-specific prevention strategies can be estimated, without which it would be hard to gain the attention and ensure the understanding of the athletes and trainers.

**Methods**

The study was approved by the ethical committee of the University of Ulm and was conducted in accordance with the international standards, ethical guidelines, and the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Recreational snowboarders**

To assess the injury pattern for recreational snowboarders, an evaluation of all patients (all ages) with snowboard injuries who presented to the Department for Traumatology, Hand-, Plastic-, and Reconstructive Surgery of the University of Ulm from January 1, 2005 until December 31, 2012 was carried out. The university hospital of Ulm is a hospital providing maximum care with specialized departments and is located near the Alps, representing the second largest maximum care hospital in one of the most popular areas for winter sports in Germany.

The identification of the patients was carried out by a free text search in our clinical electronic database. Search terms were “snowboard”, “snowboard-injury”, “snowboarding”, and “boarding”. Surgical protocols and medical reports were
analyzed. The documents were evaluated for age, sex, type of injury, treatment (operative/conservative), complications, and reoperations. The evaluation of recreational snowboarders included 186 patients with a total of 218 injuries.

**Active professional snowboarders**

The athletes were identified according to the national snowboard team lists of the European countries with German as a community language (Germany, Austria, and Switzerland). Athletes from all disciplines (speed disciplines, freestyle, snowboardcross) and from cadre A–C/D were included.

After the approval of the study by the local ethical committee, an anonymous questionnaire and patient information with informed consent was generated and sent to the athletes by post or electronically. After completion, the anonymous questionnaires were received by the investigator either by post or electronically. Ninety eight injuries (only single, no multiple injuries) in 38 individual athletes in three different disciplines were documented with an overall response rate of 71%. From the shipment to the evaluation of the questionnaires, it took 24 months.

The questionnaire included information on the age, sex, experience (snowboard overall, professional experience), types of injuries, action while the injury took place (contest, training, freeride), protectors, type of boots (soft/hard), treatment (operative/conservative), days off, impairment in daily life, return to sports, and ability to perform snowboarding at the same level as that before injury. All collected data were analyzed in detail and by comparison of arithmetic means. Injuries were analyzed overall and specifically for each discipline.

**Retired professional snowboarders**

The group of retired professional snowboarders was identified according to former national team lists and World Cup results of all disciplines (parallel slalom and giant slalom, snowboardcross and freestyle) from 1998–2002. All former athletes from cadre A-C/D whose names were listed in these documents were identified as possible candidates. All athletes whose postal or email address could be identified were included in the study. Next, the athletes were contacted, and the questionnaire together with forms for informed consent and patient information was sent to them by post or electronically. The questionnaire used in this group was identical to the one sent to active professional snowboarders with additional questions regarding the time since retirement and the reason for retirement from the professional career. In this group, 57 injuries in 19 individuals from all disciplines (parallel slalom and giant slalom, snowboardcross and freestyle) were documented and combined. The overall response rate was 17%. From the shipment to the evaluation of the questionnaires, it took 24 months.

**Statistics**

All collected data were analyzed in depth and by comparison of arithmetic means. Injuries were analyzed overall and specifically for each discipline. For statistical evaluation, a nonparametric Mann–Whitney test and the Chi-square test (IBM SPSS Statistics 19.0; SPSS Inc., IBM, Armonk, New York, USA) were conducted. Results with $P\leq0.05$ were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Recreational snowboarders**

The mean overall age was 23.3 years with 23.2 for male and 23.6 for female snowboarders. There were nearly twice as many male participants (126) compared to female participants (60).

In the cohort of recreational snowboarders, 125 injuries required surgical treatment while 93 injuries could be treated conservatively. Of all the patients, 21 had multiple injuries and 23 had complications that were subsequently treated. The most frequent complication was nonunion in eleven cases, followed by five dislocations and five early metal removals due to prolonged pain at the implantation site. Most of the nonunion complications were seen in fractures of the scaphoid with seven of them treated with an iliac crest autograft. In all of those cases ($n=7$), the reason for nonunion was because the patients did not see a doctor after injury and therefore no specific treatment was initiated.

A global look at the injury distribution with respect to the different body areas demonstrated a predominant involvement of the upper extremity with 72%, followed by injuries of the spine and lower extremity with 9%. The lowest rate of injuries was seen in the head with 5% (Figure 1).

The most frequent injuries were injuries of the wrist and hand with a total number of 77 injuries. Within this group, the majority of the injuries were distal radius fractures ($n=45$) followed by fractures of the scaphoid ($n=16$) and other fractures of the hand ($n=16$).

Most injuries were in the upper extremity, with 12 clavicular fractures, ten elbow injuries, and nine acromioclavicular (AC)-joint sprains. There was a relatively large number of spine fractures documented ($n=13$). There were eight head injuries in total and seven ankle injuries (Figure 2).
were only two documented knee injuries that were both ruptured menisci.

Active professional snowboarders
The mean overall age of active professional snowboarders was 22.2 years, with 58% male athletes. Overall, one third of all injuries were treated operatively. All athletes stated a full recovery after their injuries with the same level of success in competitions as that before the injury, but 13 athletes reported impairments in daily life. Most of the injuries happened during training (n=48) and during competition (n=33), and only a few (n=7) accidents occurred while freeriding (not specified for eleven injuries). Although all athletes are competitive, professional riders, only 74% of the athletes wore protection gear at the time of injury. The average days off professional sports activity due to the injury was 43.0 days (Table 1). The global injury-distribution was dominated by injuries of the upper extremity at 51%, followed by that of the lower extremity at 26%, and others (22%) (Figure 3A). The most frequent injuries for all disciplines were head concussions and fractures to the distal radius (Figure 3B).

With respect to the different snowboarding disciplines, remarkable differences regarding injury distribution were found. The largest group represented the athletes of the speed disciplines (parallel slalom and parallel giant slalom). Here, injuries to the hand and upper extremity were predominant. Sixty percent of all injuries accounted for the upper extremity and in this case, injuries of the hand represented the largest group (37%). In contrast to the other disciplines, a large number of ankle injuries were documented (12.5%) (Figure 3B).

Another striking difference was documented regarding the days off professional snowboarding after injury. Here, the athletes from the speed disciplines had the least number of 35.5 days. In this group of athletes, two times more injuries occurred while training than during competitions (Table 1).

The most frequent injury was a fracture of the wrist followed by fractures of the fingers (Figure 3B). A closer look at ankle injuries demonstrated a dominance of collateral ligament ruptures and fractures.

A great variance was visible in the use of protection gear. The freestyle athletes used significantly less protection gear compared to their colleagues from the speed disciplines (P=0.01) and the snowboardcross discipline (P=0.00).
The riders of the freestyle discipline showed predominantly injuries of the upper extremity and knee. We were able to document 22% of wrist fractures and 11% fractures of the clavicle. Another large group in this discipline was ACL-rupture, accounting for 15%. Twenty six percent of all injuries occurred in other body parts (Figure 3C).

Although the average number of days off was almost as high as that in the group of snowboardcross athletes (46.7), remarkably only 36% of the athletes wore protective gear at the time of injury. All athletes stated full recovery with the same level of successful riding after injury and no impairments in their daily life. Most of the injuries occurred during

![Figure 3 Diagrams of the injury distribution of the 2012/2013 German-speaking national snowboard teams in percent.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Notes:** (A) global injury-distribution of all disciplines; (B–D) predominant injuries regarding the different snowboarding disciplines, in percent. **Abbreviation:** ACL, anterior cruciate ligament.
training (52%) followed by injuries during competitions (32%) (Table 1).

The group of athletes riding snowboardcross represented a very heterogeneous group with the most variety of injuries. Most injuries occurred in the head at 27% followed by shoulder injuries at 23%. But also many injuries of the thorax (10%) and knee with ruptures of the menisci (13%) were apparent (Figure 3D). The type of riding during injury was almost equally distributed between contest and training. In contrast to the other groups, almost half of the athletes commented about impairment in their daily life, but all athletes stated that they achieved the same level of success after injury. In the group of snowboardcross riders, the highest number of days off professional sports was seen with 51.0 days average. Most of the riders wore protective gear (93%) (Table 1).

Retired professional snowboarders

The mean age of athletes in this group was 34.5 years with 20.7 years of snowboarding experience. The average professional snowboarding experience was 7.5 years with a mean time since retirement from professional snowboarding of 8 years.

In contrast to active professional snowboarders, significantly more (32%) athletes stated inability to snowboard at the same level as that before injury ($P=0.001$). Twenty six percent had to abandon their professional career due to injury reasons with 52% reporting about impairments in their daily life; two athletes even reported that they are not able to snowboard anymore.

Another striking difference observed in the study is the number of days off after injury. In the group of retired professional snowboarders, we observed 79.1 days off compared to 43.0 days in the group of active professional snowboarders ($P=0.018$). Active professional snowboarders nowadays wear protective gear in 74% of all cases (Table 1), whereas retired athletes only stated to have worn protective gear in 37% of all accidents, a result that reached significance ($P=0.001$). In the group of retired professional snowboarders, twice as many injuries happened during training rather than competition as in the group of active professionals (Table 1).

Looking at the injury distribution, we find that predominantly the upper extremity was affected with 55%, followed by 35% of the lower extremity. The main affected joints were the wrist (41%) and shoulder (23%) followed by the knee (21%) and ankle with 15% of all injuries (Figure 5A and B).

Contrary to the groups of recreational and active professional snowboarders, fractures of the wrist were rarely seen. The most frequent injuries were of the finger followed by clavicle fractures and metacarpophalangeal ulnar collateral ligament (MCP-UCL) injuries of the thumb. This was followed by knee and ankle injuries (Figure 6).

Discussion

This study represents a first attempt to describe the different injury patterns observed in the case of recreational snowboarders and professional competitive athletes.
In addition, this study is the first to describe long-term health impairments in a collective cohort of retired professional snowboarders.

Recreational snowboarders

Relating to age and sex, the results in our collective cohort are in agreement with the literature, indicating the typical snowboarder was injured at an age between 19 and 23 and a proportion between male and female of 2:1.14,15

In this study collective, the injuries of the upper extremity accounted for 72% of all injuries. Comparing with the available literature, this rate is two times the normal. The rate of injuries to the upper extremity varies from 30% to 60%5,8 in studies conducted before the year 2000; in the latest literature, the prevalence is found to be around 40%–60%.3,16,17

A possible reason for this overrepresentation of upper extremity injuries may be due to the presence of a department for hand surgery in our hospital. This is represented in the large number of scaphoid fractures and other carpal fractures, which in total account for 16% of all injuries. Other studies show a prevalence of scaphoid fractures between 2% and 3%.16,18

Taking a closer look at the scaphoid fractures raises another interesting point. In 17 scaphoid fractures, seven developed a nonunion, with all patients requiring an iliac crest autograft. Interestingly, in five of these patients, the injury was not detected by a previous doctor. This clearly

Figure 5 Diagrams of the injury distribution in retired snowboard professionals in percent. Notes: (A) global injury-distribution regarding body area; (B) predominantly injured joints, in percent.

Figure 6 Most frequent injuries of all documented snowboard injuries for retired professional snowboarders, in total numbers. Abbreviations: ACL, anterior cruciate ligament; MCP-UCL, metacarpo-phalangeal ulnar collateral ligament; AC, acromioclavicular.
demonstrates that the scaphoid fracture is an injury that can be overseen easily and should be a focus of diagnostic procedures in patients with prolonged pain after a fall onto the wrist.

While injuries to the upper extremity were overrepresented, lower extremity injuries were relatively underrepresented in our collective. However, the literature shows a large variety based on the age of the study. While in newer studies the rate of lower extremity injuries is around 12%–14%, this number varies in older studies with values from 38%–59%.

The reason for the reduced number in our collective may be seen in the prescreening of the patients directly at medical centers near the ski resort or the general practitioner near home. As most of the lower extremity injuries are bruises and sprains, it is likely that patients suffering from these injuries are not admitted to the nearest university hospital.

The third largest collective in our study represents fractures to the spine, at 9% of all injuries. This was significantly higher than the 3% that was previously reported in the literature. This may be an effect of more severe injuries generally seen in the patient collective of university hospitals in Germany. This is underlined by the fact that 11% of all treated patients had multiple injuries.

Another difference of our collective compared to the literature is the ratio between operative and conservative treatment. While normally 3%–10% of injuries are treated surgically, in our collective 67% of all injuries were treated with a surgical procedure. A possible reason for this deviation may be the aforementioned prescreening of injuries through the medical centers and general practitioners near the ski resorts, filtering most of the injuries with minor injury severity not requiring surgical treatment. As these minor injuries represent 64% of all injuries this effect seems to be the main reason.

Generally, our results should not be seen as the “true” collective of snowboard injuries, but may represent a deeper look into the second line of health care represented by a large university clinic with a spectrum of snowboard injuries that demanded further assistance by specialized departments, and in most of the cases, surgical treatment.

Active professional snowboarders
Combining all sub-disciplines in active professional snowboarding to one large group, the results according to age, sex, and global injury-distribution regarding the different body parts correlate well with the available statistical data from the literature.

It is generally known that with increasing skill levels of recreational athletes, the injury severity increases accordingly. Subdividing the professional athletes, Torjussen and Bahr were able to demonstrate a lower level of injury severity at the World Cup level compared to the national competition level. This higher rate of injury severity in professional athletes is displayed in the higher number of operatively treated injuries in our cohort.

While a large number of athletes stated impairment in their daily life, not a single athlete stated to be less successful than before injury. This result should be interpreted with caution, as all athletes were still actively competing and may understate the fact of impairment for their professional riding.

Although for both active professional and recreational snowboarders, the most common injury was a fracture to the wrist, professional snowboarders exhibited a less pronounced injury pattern of the wrist and hand with more injuries to the knee joint. This can be explained with the fact that the most common injury mechanism of wrist fractures in snowboarding represents a typical fall of the novice or an inexperienced snowboarder with the edge catching snow causing a fall onto the outstretched hands. The highest prevalence of such injuries is found on the first day of snowboarding. While the mechanism of injury resembles that of novices, the reason for falling of a professional snowboarder is completely different. Snowboard beginners typically lack edge-control and therefore they fall and injure themselves at the outstretched hands. In competitive snowboarding, the reason for a fall on the hand is not a lack of edge-control but a mistake while performing a jump or a collision with the gate or another snowboarder in the snowboardcross-discipline.

A more distinct view to the injury distribution can be found when looking at the different disciplines of professional snowboarding. In the group of speed disciplines (parallel slalom and giant slalom), the lowest rate of days off was found. This is in accordance with a study by Torjussen and Bahr according to which the speed disciplines have the smallest injury severity among all snowboarding disciplines. Another major difference of speed- compared to other snowboard disciplines was demonstrated regarding the injury distribution with predominance of injuries to the hand and fingers followed by injuries to the ankle.

These results are in accordance with other studies that state about 50% of all injuries in alpine professional snowboarding occur in the fingers. The reason for these types of injuries is uniformly reported to be the impact of the finger onto the pole or the gate panels.
Contrary to this, the reason for the relatively high number of injuries to the ankle joint remains unclear. Kirkpatrick et al reported that about 73% of all ankle injuries are caused when wearing soft boots, but this cannot be affirmed in our cohort.\(^1\) One would believe that the rigid nature of hard boots would not give enough range of motion to create this kind of fracture, but obviously there is an unknown mechanism creating enough force even when snowboarders wear rigid snowboard hard boots. One possible explanation may be found in the development of the snowboard equipment since the study of Kirkpatrick et al. At that time, soft boots were very soft creating a very high range of motion; additionally, the available bindings did not give much support either. Therefore, while falling, very excessive over extensions to the ankle joint were possible in the past, resulting in these kinds of injuries. The design and behavior of soft boots nowadays have completely changed. During the last century, the industry developed soft boot equipment and bindings that are almost as stiff as the hard boots used in the mid 1990s. Therefore, the maximal movements described earlier are not possible anymore, possibly rescuing the athlete from injuries to the ankle. The hard boot equipment also evolved and development made the equipment harder and less flexible. Besides stronger and less flexible hard boots, the binding technique progressed, creating a stronger connection between boots and the snowboard. Formerly, while falling with hard boots, a bending movement between the binding and boots was possible; this reduced the forces on the ankle and foot. Nowadays, this movement is largely eliminated due to the boots fixed rigidly in the binding with almost no possible bending of the boots in the binding. This results in a hindered movement of the foot remaining basically in its position, and a compensatory over-movement of the ankle in the more flexible boot, compared to the sole/boot-binding interface, thus resulting in ankle injuries. The clarification of the exact mechanism and consecutive development of prevention strategies and alternative binding/boot designs should be the target of future studies.

In the group of freestyle athletes (halfpipe, slopestyle, and big air) injuries to the wrist and knee joint were predominant. This is in accordance with the literature, with the reason of injury mostly being a fall during a jump. Within freestyle snowboarding, there are two major reasons for falls. First of all, there is the possibility of a snowboarder to land a jump not in the transition area of the halfpipe or the big air jump but in the flat area. This typically results in a strong load on the knee capable of creating shear forces and a bending momentum powerful enough to destroy knee ligaments. The other mechanism is a classical fall backwards when the edge catches snow, or a fall onto the head and the upper extremity while doing upside-down flips. In the latter cases, the athlete tries to prevent the impact using his hands with consecutive injuries to the upper extremity.

Surprisingly, the amount of protective gear used was significantly lower in the freestyle athletes. As it is generally known that protective gear is capable of reducing the number of wrist injuries,\(^1\) wearing protectors should be a promising strategy in the case of these athletes as well.\(^1\)

The maximum variability in injuries was seen in the group of snowboardcross athletes.

Most injuries occurred in the head (27%) and shoulder (23%), but several injuries also occurred in the trunk and knee joint. This reflects the character of the discipline with four riders competing against each other over jumps and obstacles, creating more accidents due to collision and body contact than in other disciplines. The higher injury severity in this discipline is reflected by the highest number of days off due to injury, with 51.0 days. More evidence for the higher injury severity is the fact that almost half of all athletes in snowboardcross complain about impairments in their daily life.

Multiple studies were able to demonstrate the beneficial effect of protective gear in snowboarding.\(^1,14,18,24-26\) As 93% of all riders wore protective gear in this discipline, a reduction of injuries through protective gear does not seem to be a promising strategy and highlights the dangerousness of this discipline.

**Retired professional snowboarders**

The global injury-distribution in retired professional snowboarders was almost similar to the distribution in active professional snowboarders. The rate of wearing protective gear was significantly lower in this group compared to active professionals. This may be the result of the obligation to wear protective gear in competitive snowboarding in the late 1990s. A major difference related to the group of active professionals was seen in the number of days off. Here, the group of retired professional snowboarders stated a mean of 79.1 days off. It is tempting to speculate that a possible reason for this may be the increasing professionalization of the snowboarding sport with a more secure coverage of the contest areas and safer building of race tracks, better medical care in the national teams, and increasing pressure to regain physical health and continue to compete in contests. Interestingly, a great number of retired...
professionals stated impairment in their daily activities and a significantly high number of athletes were unable to regain the same snowboarding skills as that of the pre-injury state. Twenty six percent even had to abandon their career due to injury reasons, and two athletes are not able to snowboard anymore. These results are very important because to our knowledge no data exist on the long-term risks and outcomes of professional snowboarding. With the active professional career being over in 8 years on average in our collective of retired professionals, our results can be regarded as meaningful as far as the aspect of a possible evolution of secondary health damages (osteoarthritis or persistent joint instability) on the base of injuries. Overall, the significant results related to retired professionals with a higher number of days off, a smaller rate of wearing protective gear, and a significantly higher number of athletes with inability to snowboard on the same level as that before injury, display the evolution and increasing professionalization of snowboarding during the last decades that have made it a high-performance sport similar to other well-established winter sports.

Limitations of the study

Besides the relatively small number of athletes and injuries, a possible bias is that athletes may not have stated all sustained injuries, remembering only the more severe ones and therefore over-interpreting the global injury severity. Professional snowboarders may also underestimate their actual impairment, as their career is not over yet. Due to the retrospective character of the study, the recall bias should be mentioned; additionally, the different study populations may have affected the completion of the questionnaire.

Furthermore, the prescreening of the collective of recreational snowboarders through medical centers and general practitioners near the ski resorts may be the reason for the higher injury severity observed in our cohort. Therefore, our recreational collective should not be seen as the “true” collective of all snowboard injuries, but as a collective that needs further treatment by specialists due to the severity of the injury or a necessary surgical treatment.

Conclusion

For the first time, injury distribution was compared among recreational, active, and retired professional snowboarders. Besides the confirmation of discipline-specific cumulation of various injuries and a smaller injury severity in the speed disciplines, new surprising aspects such as the inconsistent use of protective gear were found. The analysis of data pertaining to retired professionals revealed a significantly higher number of former athletes with inability to perform on the same level as that before injury and a significantly higher number of days off compared to that for active professionals. This first description of long-term impairments after professional snowboarding highlights the importance of developing specific strategies to prevent daily life impairments after a professional sports career.

Knowledge about the usual injury patterns in snowboarding is important and is of special interest to everyone involved in the treatment of snowboard-related injuries and will help to sufficiently treat these patients.
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